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THE SECRET TO WEALTH USING THE SOCIAL ENTERPRISE MODEL 

People have looked for money in the wrong places; the rich are acquainted with the 

secret of wealth, which is why they are rich. Poor people look to the rich for wealth, 

here they got it wrong. The rich look to the poor and the masses and they got it 

right. Wealth is a game of number, the poor has this number, so to be rich target the 

poor and you will find wealth; look in the direction of the poor, give them what they 

want and the poor and the masses will help you to be rich. Be their solution 

provider. 

Sustainable business products are created to target the masses and the more the 

population of buyers the better – the people power. Few businesses are targeted 

towards the rich; and the few that sells luxuries are indirectly made to create effect 

on the larger market. 

If you see a CEO buys a Ferrari, he buys it usually for one reason, to package his 

status to create awe and respect from his teaming followers or market; the maker of 

the Ferrari is also selling indirectly to the masses because the CEO raised his fund 

from his activities with the people. The real money is in the hands of the average 

person on the street, which is the money the rich are all pursuing to grasp.  The 

more the people the more the potential fund you can unlock.  

You will get whatever you want in life if you will help as many people as possible. 

Bill Gate became the richest man in the world because he solved more technological 

problem relating to computer than all those who came before him. The truly rich 

people became rich because they help more people. Once you know that the real 

fund is in the hand of the people; then you can begin to think on how to unlock it 

and attract it to reposition your income and financial wellbeing of everyone else. 

You will be tempted to think that real wealth is in the hands of the rich but it is not; 

this is why those who go after the rich rarely become very rich except they learn to 

utilize the principle of the wealthy ones. 
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To unlock the funds you need you would have to look at these two possessions in 

the hand of the people 

1. Money 

2. Resources 

 

People – the true possessor of the money in bank: 

The only place where the poor and the rich meet is in a bank. The poor brings the 

money, through saving, and the rich takes it through borrowing. Where do you think 

the rich people get the loans they take from the bank? Poor persons save money 

because they have more money they don’t have immediate need of. So they keep 

the money in the bank so they can go and think of what to do with the money they 

have saved. Drops of ocean make the mighty ocean; accumulation of poor people’s 

money in banks constitutes the billions in banks. 

On the other side, the rich people come to pick that money through borrowing 

because they have more ideas than the money they have. On a practical side, you 

cannot find a single billionaire who got rich through saving but you will find a million 

Nigerians who have money saved in the banks and will keep renting the houses that 

the Millionaires and billionaires build through the poor people savings which the rich 

borrowed from a bank. 

Critical thinking makes us understand that the bank is an appendage of the rich; it 

serves the rich than it does the poor. In other word, the bank is where the rich 

collect the money belonging to the poor for investment purposes. Until the poor 

begin to do what the rich do, become creative in pulling up their own kind of 

investments, the yawning gap between the rich and the poor will keep getting wide. 

If the rich has the money he needs, he will have no need going to the bank to 

borrow. Therefore, the people own the money power. They will get it to you if they 

are convinced of the value you have brought to the marketplace. 
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The simple principle for unlocking fund begins when each of us begins to look 

inward; knowing that we have the money to start with if we only know what to do in 

terms of value creation and idea generation; then connecting with the people. 

 

We believe we can trap the funds in a way that it will begin to serve the people 

better. This can only be achieved in ONLY one way: The Social Enterprise system. 

By following the next lines, you will realize that the middle class can be 

resuscitated using the concept to be discussed next. This is the game changer for 

economic revolution of the nation; join us after reading through. 

 

THE BRIDGE – SOCIAL ENTERPRISE 

Social enterprises exist at the intersection of the private and volunteer sectors. They 

seek to balance activities that provide financial benefit with social goals, such as 

providing housing to low income families, affordable education or job training. 

Funding is provided primarily through selling goods and services, though they may 

also receive money from grants. A social enterprise operates differently than a 

typical company because profit-maximization is not the primary reason for existing. 

Profits are principally used to fund social programs. 

Social enterprises have been founded many times by activists seeking to support a 

particular cause, as well as entrepreneurs who want to use a portion of the 

organization’s earnings to give back to the community. The Organization for 

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) identifies social organizations as 

being highly participatory in nature, with stakeholders actively involved and a 

minimum number of paid employees. 

Employees of social enterprises can come from many backgrounds, but may be 

prioritized if they are from more at risk sections of the community. These include 

long-term unemployed workers, those who have historically worked in jobs where 

they were informally paid, and marginalized groups. The social enterprise may seek 

to provide a living wage, which in most cities would be above the minimum wage. 
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Drawing employees from at-risk groups may in itself be the stated goal of the social 

enterprise. 

Read more at: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/social-enterprise.asp 

Social enterprise is the medium by which the poor and the low class pool resources 

together in a way to help coordinate their lives for a better outcome. Through social 

enterprise the poor and the masses can take ownership of their lives as they create 

interventions and opportunities which hitherto was the exclusive of the rich and 

powerful by coming together.  

A social enterprise is an organization that applies commercial strategies to maximize 

improvements in financial, social and environmental well-being—this may include 

maximizing social impact alongside profits for external shareholders. Social 

enterprises can be structured as a for-profit or non-profit, and may take the form 

(depending in which country the entity exists and the legal forms available) of a co-

operative, mutual organization, a disregarded entity, a social business, a benefit 

corporation, a community interest company, a company limited by guarantee or a 

charity organization. They can also take more conventional structures.  

A group as example of social enterprise is set up purposefully to bring  people 

together and leverage up on their number and pooled resources to achieve price 

control, cheaper purchase system, business setup, etc. 

Social enterprises have both business goals and social goals. 

Hence, social enterprises have their social goals embedded in their objective, which 

differentiates them from other organizations and corporations. A social enterprise's 

main purpose is to promote, encourage, and make social change.  

Social enterprise is a system whereby individuals of lower strength, resources or 

influence come together to leverage on each other’s ability in order to achieve a 

predetermined business or investment goal. A social enterprise is an organization 

that addresses a basic unmet need or solves a social problem through a market-

driven approach. JBI, a Nigerian firm has discovered the need for expanded 

productivity through the activation of processes that will create clusters of Jobs, 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/social-enterprise.asp
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Businesses and Investments and at the same time be a means for income generation 

for members. 

One of the most interesting and exciting aspects of social enterprise’s evolution is 

the growing variety of issues being addressed by social enterprises. Today, social 

enterprises are correcting market failures across every industry and tackling social 

challenges throughout every corner of the world creating business models revolving 

around low-cost products and services to resolve social inequities. And the 

realization that social progress and profit aren’t mutually exclusive has led to many 

social ventures taking root in gradually all over the world.  

For instances, JBI Hub is creating investment solutions that will pay the low class 

more dividend and profits than 90% of the conventional corporate investment 

windows through membership support, contributions and participations.  

Groups can come together to create abundance for its members through pooled 

resources. 

Social Enterprise Funding 

Socially responsible investing (SRI) seeks to maximize both financial gain and social 

impact. 

Social Enterprises often use for-profit business strategies to fund their social change. 

The methods in which these Social Enterprise's create sustainable revenue streams 

differ from social business to social business, but all share the goal of abandoning 

the need for government or donor support. Thus without donor supports non-profit 

organizations using social enterprise strategies can do without donor support.  

The innovation of new ways to deliver social aid while maintaining business 

functionality is the cornerstone of social entrepreneurship. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_enterprise   

Who is a Social Entrepreneur? 

Ashoka has the definition as thus: Social entrepreneurs are individuals with 

innovative solutions to society’s most pressing social problems. They are ambitious 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_enterprise
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and persistent, tackling major social issues and offering new ideas for wide-scale 

change. 

Rather than leaving societal needs to the government or business sectors, social 

entrepreneurs find what is not working and solve the problem by changing the 

system, spreading the solution, and persuading entire societies to take new leaps. 

Social entrepreneurs often seem to be possessed by their ideas, committing their 

lives to changing the direction of their field. They are both visionaries and ultimate 

realists, concerned with the practical implementation of their vision above all else. 

Historical Examples of Leading Social Entrepreneurs:  

• Susan B. Anthony (U.S.): Fought for Women's Rights in the United States, 

including the right to control property and helped spearhead adoption of the 19th 

amendment. 

• Vinoba Bhave (India): Founder and leader of the Land Gift Movement, he 

caused the redistribution of more than 7,000,000 acres of land to aid India's 

untouchables and landless. 

• Dr. Maria Montessori (Italy): Developed the Montessori approach to early 

childhood education. 

• Florence Nightingale (U.K.): Founder of modern nursing, she established the 

first school for nurses and fought to improve hospital conditions. 

• Margaret Sanger (U.S.): Founder of the Planned Parenthood Federation of 

America, she led the movement for family planning efforts around the world.  

• John Muir (U.S.): Naturalist and conservationist, he established the National 

Park System and helped found The Sierra Club. 

• Jean Monnet (France): Responsible for the reconstruction of the French 

economy following World War II, including the establishment of the European Coal 

and Steel Community (ECSC). The ECSC and the European Common Market were 

direct precursors of the European Union.  

http://india.ashoka.org/who-social-entrepreneur   

http://india.ashoka.org/who-social-entrepreneur
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Could jbihubnigeria.com be the answer for Nigeria economy reconstruction? 

 

THE WEALTH MATRIX 

This paper deals with how to grow wealth and fortunes geometrically through 

product delivery. It is about finding existing model by which to market ones 

enterprise product or means of placing it before the end users, customers and 

clients. The concept discussed is suitable to individual’s growth and corporate 

business enterprise development.  

The game changing lesson is to find means to capture large members through right 

product launch that appeal to many or develop products that sells to a large number.  

Creating the Appeal – Value, Product 

Though the real money are scattered in the hands of many millions of people, there 

are legal and illegal ways to go about getting the money. If one goes out with a gun 

demanding for this money he may end up behind the bar, but if he has a  valuable 

product that will help the people, it becomes fair to go for the money in those 

hands; and by collecting those money makes the lives of these ones better through 

exchanged value. 

The fair way to get the fund is creating products with values having end use to the 

people. Products can be in the form of investment that will bring returns. It could be 

in the form of tangible products like processed food, agriculture, education, real 

estate, etc. and it could be in the form of services like training, legal advisory 

services, etc.  

Once these goods are exchanged through many hands, funds are created for social 

interventions. 

Groups and members can use the concept to skyrocket their ideas and products to 

achieve instant success with much ease. 

Affordability is Key to Market Acceptance 
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The product that will scale-up to drive social enterprise or pull in great deal of money 

must be affordable. The average man on the street should be able to afford your 

products or ideas. Low cost products sell to larger market population and ultimately 

raked in more profit than luxury or status based goods  on the long run.  

 

HOW TO MULTIPLY INCOME (LEVERAGING – X UNITS TO Y PEOPLE) 

The difference between the big sellers and the small ones is how best they could 

utilize the concept of leveraging. With appropriate knowledge of leveraging, one can 

grow a business with speed and make it 100times and much more within the 

shortest time.  

At this point let us look at the various ways to leveraging a business or idea. 

1. Find individuals who have control on 100, 1000, tens of thousands, and so on 

whose endorsement or support could sky-rocket sales or income. These 

include famous people, influential personalities, leaders and people at the 

head who can influence the adoption of your concept. Think of what will 

happen if the president of a country will endorse what you do.  

 

2. Find groups you could market to. Sometime instead of going from one person 

to another, find a place where people cluster together; places such as 

religious houses, work environment, etc. A place of convergence is a good 

place to sell largely. 

 

3. Sell at discount in bunches. Instead of selling in pieces, you can sell in 

bunches, and then creating a little price reduction (discount). Definitely, this 

method will increase sales. 

 

4. Find distributors or create your own. If you want to sell big, you cannot sell 

alone. Form a distributor funnel through your sales channels . 

 

5. Create value network – of people with common values being attracted 

together. 
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6. Free gifts:  Free gifts have a way of popularizing a business, product or 

organization if well directed.  

 

7. Backend. This is the process of creating newer products to sell to an existing 

customer base or clients. A Backend product is a way of earning more by 

creating newer products for an existing market/clients. 

 

8. Sell online. Online marketing could help increase your sales by several factors 

beyond your imagination 

 

9. Employ more hands. If you have a fast selling product, you can increase your 

sales by increasing your employees; with increased employees more output is 

certain. You can also raise army of sales people; the more the sales team the 

more the probability of greater sales of your products.  

 

10. Joggle many possibilities in your leveraged design to arrive at much bigger pix 

 

OUR MODEL AT JBIHUBNIGERIA.COM IN PICTORIAL FORMAT 

 

Members

Jo bbers

Businesses

Investors

Advertisers

Buyers
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Members have different level of access and opportunities as we grow but 

everyone starts as a Basic Member 

1. The buyers 

2. Advertisers 

3. Businesses 

4. Investors 

5. Jobbers 

As we grow in number, opportunities open for all to access and to take advantage 

of. For instance, those who join earlier have more opportunities as early bird. If 

you cannot see the opportunities clearly, please read over and over again. 

 

N.B. 

Change your financial story by joining our social enterprise community. 
If you join early, you can literally become a millionaire just registering 
as a basic member; and we will show you what to do by making this 

simple decision. http://jbihubnigeria.com/basic-membership/ 

 

To build this mega idea, please help share this e-book. 

Thanks as you do this 

http://jbihubnigeria.com/basic-membership/

